
Unicorn Dreams Blanket… Heart Granny Square 1 

                                                                                                                            Cute Crochet Makes  

Heart Granny Square 1 
Hook size 4mm 
Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Candyfloss, Apricot, Clematis, White & Wisteria. 
 

This pattern is written in US terms 
 

US Terminology                                         UK Terms 
SC – single crochet    DC 
DC – double crochet  TR 
SLST – slip stitch  
MR – magic ring  
CH – chain 
ST - stitch 
(  ) – indicates all stitches to be made in one stitch. 
 

NOTES :Colour changes are done in the last part of the previous ST. 
 

E.g. when changing from white to pink - On the last DC of the white, YO, insert hook 
into space, pull the yarn through, YO and pull through 2 loops. Then use pink yarn 
to YO and pull through the last 2 loops.   
 

Hooked By Robin YouTube video tutorial of my pattern. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dR_Z5gXtg-0 
 
1. Using WHITE  in a MR -  CH3- counts as 1st DC throughout pattern. In ring make 2DC, 

then (CH2, 3DC) 3 times, CH2, and SLST in top of beg CH3 to join.  (4 groups of 
3DC with CH2 between). 

 

2. (CH3, 2DC) in the CH2 space.  * (3DC, CH2, 3DC) in the next CH2 space. Repeat 
from * for the next 2 corner spaces. In the beg corner space make (3DC, CH2). 
SLST into top of the beg CH3 to join. (8 groups of 3DC with CH2 between). 

 

3. (CH3, 2DC) in the same space (colour change to CANDYFLOSS on the last part of 2nd DC). When colour 
changing DO NOT cut yarn carry it along the back of the ST. Always Change colour in the last part of the previous ST.  
(3DC) in between the 3DC’s from the previous round. - Colour change to WHITE on the last part of 3rd 

DC).  
(3DC, CH2 3DC) in corner. (3DC) in between the next 3DC’s – change to CANDYFLOSS in the last pull 
through of the 3rd DC.  
(3DC, CH2, 3DC) in corner.  (3DC) in between next cluster.  (3DC, CH2, 3DC) in corner (3DC) in between 
the next cluster. (3DC) in the last corner , CH2, SLST in top of the beg CH3 to join. Fasten off WHITE yarn. 
(12 groups of 3DC with CH2 in each corner). 

 

4. Using CANDYFLOSS (CH3,2DC, CH2 ,3DC) in the corner CH2 space. * 3DC in between previous 3DC clusters twice. (3DC, CH2, 
3DC) in corner space . Repeat from *around. Finishing with SLST in top of beg CH3. Fasten off yarn.  (16 
groups of 3DC with CH2 in each corner). 

 

5. Join with WHITE in any corner space. (CH1 – does not count as a ST throughout pattern, SC, CH2, SC). * SC in 
each ST across with (SC, CH2, SC) in the next corner space. Repeat from * around finishing with a SLST in the 
1st SC made to join. Fasten off yarn. (Each side has 14SC with CH2 in each corner). 

 

6.  Join CLEMATIS in any corner space. (CH3, 2DC, CH2, 3DC), * Skip 2sts  (3DC) in next ST. Repeat from * until 
corner space. (3DC, CH2, 3DC) in corner space. Repeat from 1st *  around finishing with a SLST in top of beg 
CH3. Fasten off yarn.  (Each side has 6 clusters of 3DC with CH2 in each corner).  

 

7. Join WISTERIA in any corner space. (CH3, 2DC, CH2, 3DC). * 3DC in between 3DC clusters from the previous 
round. (3DC, CH2, 3DC) in corner space. Repeat from * around finishing with a SLST in top of beg CH3. Fasten 
off yarn. Each side has 7 clusters of 3DC with CH2 in corners). 

 

8.  Join APRICOT in any corner space. (CH1, 2SC, CH2, 2SC). * SC in each ST across with  (2SC, CH2, 2SC) in  each 
corner space. Repeat from * around finishing with a SLST in 1st  SC made . (Each side has 25SC with CH2 in 
each corner). 

 

9.  (CH1, SC).  SC in each ST around with (SC, CH1, SC) in each corner space. SLST into the 1st SC made to join.  
Fasten off yarn. (Each side has 27SC with CH1 in each corner).  

 
This pattern is property of Cute Crochet Makes and may not be copied, resold or shared. .You may sell items made using this pattern, but please credit Cute 

Crochet Makes as the designer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dR_Z5gXtg-0

